In order to disseminate the exponential extent of knowledge being produced in the form of scienti c publications, it would be best to design mechanisms that connect it with already existing rich repository of concepts -the Wikipedia. Not only does it make scienti c reading simple and easy (by connecting the involved concepts used in the scienti c articles to their Wikipedia explanations) but also improves the overall quality of the article. In this paper, we present a novel metapath based method, WikiM, to e ciently wikify scienti c abstracts -a topic that has been rarely investigated in the literature. One of the prime motivations for this work comes from the observation that, wiki ed abstracts of scienti c documents help a reader to decide be er, in comparison to the plain abstracts, whether (s)he would be interested to read the full article. We perform mention extraction mostly through traditional tf-idf measures coupled with a set of smart lters. e entity linking heavily leverages on the rich citation and author publication networks. Our observation is that various metapaths de ned over these networks can signi cantly enhance the overall performance of the system. For mention extraction and entity linking, we outperform most of the competing state-of-the-art techniques by a large margin arriving at precision values of 72.42% and 73.8% respectively over a dataset from the ACL Anthology Network. In order to establish the robustness of our scheme, we wikify three other datasets and get precision values of 63.41%-94.03% and 67.67%-73.29% respectively for the mention extraction and the entity linking phase.
INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia (introduced in 2001) is an online encyclopedia that has evolved as the largest repository of collaboratively curated encyclopedic knowledge having millions of articles, in more than 200 languages. e reliable and refreshed knowledge base of Wikipedia makes it a very popular (Alexa Rank -7 1 ) source of knowledge. Consequently, there is an increasing research drive to utilize this knowledge base for be er interpretation of terms and expressions in a given text. Wiki cation, one such usage of Wikipedia introduced by Mihalcea and Csomai [21] , is the process of identifying important phrases in a given text (mention extraction), and linking each of them to appropriate Wikipedia articles depending on their context of appearances (entity linking).
What is available? ere has been a substantial amount of work in the literature which focuses on the entity disambiguation and linking task [2, 6, 7, [23] [24] [25] [26] 31] . ere has also been a lot of literature that contributes to the whole process of end-to-end linking. While some researchers focus on wiki cation of standard text [15, 16, 20] , there have been some e orts to wikify microblog text as well [4, 11, 12, 14] . Wiki er [5] is one such tool for wiki cation which adopts Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of wiki cation that incorporates the entity-relation inference problem. Another a empt has been made by Yosef et al. [32] , where they propose a graph-based system AIDA, a framework and an online tool for entity detection and disambiguation. Moro et al. [22] presented Babelfy, a graph-based approach which exploits the semantic network structure for entity linking and word sense disambiguation. TagMe is also one of the so ware systems in this area presented by Paolo and Ugo [9] which can annotate any short, poorly composed fragments of text achieving high on-the-y accuracy.
us, the research on entity linking targets on a broad range of text including newswire, spoken dialogues, blogs/microblogs and web documents in multiple languages.
What is lacking? Despite such a huge e ort by the research community, there have been very few a empts to wikify scienti c documents. Most of these studies are made speci cally for the bio-medical documents. Some mention extraction tasks like human gene name normalization [8, 10, 13, 30] , discovery of scienti c names from text [1] as well as the entity linking task in this domain [33] have been a empted by the researchers recently. Some e orts have been made in the geo-science literature [19] as well. ese approaches, however, are domain speci c and do not go beyond mention detection.
Motivation: Scienti c articles are one of the most in uential, authorized medium of communication among researchers allowing for appropriate dissemination of knowledge. To make this transmission e ective, the terms or phrases used in a particular scienti c article need to be understood by the readers without pu ing too much time or e ort. e need is further accelerated as the number of scienti c articles are in millions, growing at a rate of approximately 3% annually [3] , and there is no well-accepted self-su cient scienti c vocabulary. It would be worthwhile to have an automated system which will do this task of entity linking on scienti c articles. Abstract of a scienti c article provides a glimpse of the whole article in a nutshell. It is a usual practice among the researchers to go through the abstract rst to assess the importance and relevance of the article to their interest. Sometimes the availability of full scienti c articles is also under certain terms and conditions (e.g., individual or institutional subscriptions), but the abstracts are publicly available. us researchers nd it always be er to perceive the main idea from the abstract before requesting access from the competent authority for the full article. Further, if a researcher wants to step into a new area of research, wiki cation could be very helpful to get acquainted with the new terminologies. In order to validate our hypothesis that wiki ed abstracts help in making be er judgments as to whether to read the whole article, we conduct a survey where the wiki ed and the non-wiki ed versions of 50 random abstracts from di erent domains are shown to 10 researchers and 10 post-graduate students. Subsequently, they are asked to judge whether the wiki ed version of the abstract helped them in forming an overview of the scienti c article, be er than the non-wiki ed version. As per their responses, wiki cation was found to be helpful for 72% cases; this shows the importance of wiki cation in this problem context. Further, when the researchers were given an article abstract from a domain di erent from their areas of research, they voted for the wiki ed version in 100% cases, which straightaway supports our hypothesis. erefore in this work, we focus on the wiki cation of scienti c article abstracts which we believe should immensely help the readers to decide whether they would at all wish to access the full article (which might have a cost/subscription associated). We tried this wiki cation task on scienti c abstracts using TagMe [9] that leads to poor results for mention extraction and entity linking with precision of 30.56% and 58.91% respectively. Similarly, other baselines like AIDA [32] and Wiki er [5] also do not perform well, achieving precision values of 8.54%-23.88% and 6%-19.33% respectively for mention extraction and entity linking tasks. is constitutes our motivation behind proposing a novel approach to wikify scienti c articles that makes use of a variety of information speci c to scienti c texts. In the recent literature there has been burgeoning research where metapaths are closely studied in heterogeneous information network for several mining tasks like similarity search, relationship prediction, clustering etc. [18, 27, 29] . Metapath based similarity [28] forms a common base for any network-based similarity that captures the semantics of peer similarity. Motivated by this stream of literature, we a empt to apply metapath based approach for entity linking which is a natural choice in this case as the citation and author publication networks are perfect sources for construction of meaningful and relevant metapaths.
How we contribute?
e main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• is is the rst a empt to wikify scienti c articles, not speci c to any domain. Our method -WikiM -can wikify any scienti c article abstract for which we have the underlying citation network, author publication network etc.
• We exploit metapaths between scienti c document collections to address the entity linking problem. To extract di erent types of metapaths, we use the citation network and the author publication network. • We perform extensive evaluations over 3 di erent datasets. We nd that the proposed system is able to improve upon the existing baselines and also gives good performance across various datasets consistently. We outperform most of the competing state-of-the-art techniques by a large margin arriving at precision values of 72.42% and 73.80% respectively for mention extraction and entity linking phase over a gold Standard dataset from the ACL Anthology Network. In order to establish the robustness and consistency of our scheme, we wikify three other datasets and get precision values of 63.41%-94.03% and 67.67%-73.29% respectively for the mention extraction and the link disambiguation phase. We make available the code, the results of WikiM and other baselines as well as the gold standard annotations 2 .
METHODOLOGY
A two step approach is proposed for wiki cation of scienti c documents. e mentions are the important phrases in the scienti c document that are potential terms for wiki cation. As the rst step, given a scienti c abstract d, we extract a set of important mentions M = {m 1 , m 2 , .., m n } as described in Section 2.1. In the second step as described in Section 2.2, for each mention m, we extract a list of candidate entities (Wikipedia links) C with surface form similar to m from Wikipedia and rank them according to the similarity scores calculated by metapath-based approach. Finally, we select the entity with the highest score as the appropriate entity for linking.
Mention extraction
e rst step in our approach is to identify important mentions from a scienti c document abstract d. A er performing tokenization, text normalization is done speci c to scienti c documents to remove author names and year of publications; for example, Blei et al., 2003; Gri ths, 2004 etc. e next step is to apply POS tagging and identify a set F of textual fragments that contain sequences of nouns or adjectives of length up to three. Moreover, overlapping text fragments are handled by giving preference to the larger length fragment if it exists. For example, we do not recognize lan ua e and modelin separately, for lan ua e modelin .
For each textual fragment f ∈ F , we determine the linking validity corresponding to a decision as to whether it is matched with any Wikipedia concept. We have used python library 'wikipedia' which wraps the MediaWiki API for this purpose. If there is no wikipedia article having similar surface form as the textual fragment we are looking for, the library function would return an error message. Only the fragments (a single-or multi-word expression) with positive validity values are taken as the candidate set of mentions M.
en the set of single-word and multi-word mentions are ranked based on the tf-idf score.
For each abstract d, the number of mentions |M | selected by the algorithm depends on the number of sentences in the abstract (nS(d)) as follows:
ese numbers are chosen a er going through a few scienti c abstracts manually.
Entity linking
e second step in our approach is to link the extracted mentions to appropriate Wikipedia entities. e detailed procedure of entity linking is described next.
Candidate entity generation & ranking.
For each mention m ∈ M, identi ed in the previous step, we collect all the Wikipedia entities with surface forms similar to the mention's surface form, and consider them as candidates e ∈ E for the mention 3 .
First, we assign a con dence score to all the candidate entities by using the cosine similarity between the document abstract d and the summary of e's Wikipedia article (W S e ). Based on these con dence scores, we prepare a ranked list of all the candidate Wikipedia articles for the given mention m. When the di erence of the con dence scores between the highest and the second highest candidate thus produced is less than a given threshold (T H cs ), we mark this mapping to be ambiguous at this stage and use a metapath approach for further disambiguation; otherwise we choose the highest ranked candidate. In other words, a di erence below the threshold indicates that we are not con dent enough with the most agreeable candidate obtained from the cosine similarity method and therefore, resort to the metapath based approach.
2.2.2
Candidate entity ranking using metapaths. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, whenever the cosine similarity based approach is not very discriminative (less than T H cs ) for link disambiguation, we a empt to use a larger context for the particular entity mention. e concept of metapaths is used to identify documents related to the abstract d. ese related documents are used to add more context in the process of choosing the most agreeable e from the set E for the given entity mention m. Next, we provide a 3 We have used python library 'wikipedia' which wraps MediaWiki API for this purpose brief overview of the concept of metapaths and how it can be used in the context of wiki cation of scienti c documents.
A metapath is a path composed of sequence of relations between di erent object types de ned over a heterogeneous network structure. We mainly focus on two types of heterogeneous networkcitation network and author publication network. Citation network is a network where each node represents a scienti c article and edges are of two types -'cites', 'cited by'. On the other hand, author publication network is a network where nodes are of types 'author', 'scienti c article', 'year of publication' etc. and edges are of types 'wri en by', 'wri en in' etc. In our experimental se ings, we construct a network as shown in Figure 1 , which is the merged version of both the citation network and the author publication network. We use the ACL Anthology Network-2013 dataset to prepare this network, which consists of more than 20000 paper (P) nodes, 17000 author (A) nodes and 40 year (Y) nodes. In this network on an average a paper gets 8 citations, and cites 6 papers; an author writes 3 papers on average, with maximum number of papers wri en by an author being 161; around 500 papers get published on average per year while the maximum number of papers published per year can go up to 1832. We use this network to de ne three basic metapaths -Citation (C), Reference (R) and Author (A), each of which represents a semantic relation, as follows:
where P * is the target paper node in the graph and P ? is the candidate same-author, cited or referenced paper node. For instance, author metapaths try to expand the document using other papers wri en by the same author A.
Sample Acronyms Expansion
Number Further, we propose one restricted metapath as follows, to help choosing only semantically related context-
which indicates that the target paper's (P * ) similar author (A) papers are relevant for consideration only if the paper (P ? ) is wri en within a backward window of some years (Y ). Such restricted metapaths can be exploited to detect more semantically related contexts. In addition, we incorporate abstracts from the metapaths only if their cosine similarity with the target abstract is greater than a threshold T H r el e ance .
We append the abstracts obtained using metapaths to the target abstract, thus enhancing its scienti c context. We then provide a score to each e ∈ E; we take the maximum intersection of possible n-grams of this enhanced context of d with e's summary page, and the candidate with maximum intersection is taken as the correct disambiguated candidate entity for that mention m.
Further enhancements based on types of mentions.
On further analysis, we nd that many mentions in scienti c abstracts are acronyms. As per the Wikipedia style of disambiguation pages ("dab pages"), long disambiguation pages should be grouped into subject sections, and even subsections. ese sections (and subsections) should typically be in alphabetical order, e.g.: 'arts and entertainment'; 'business'; 'government and politics'; 'places'; 'science and technology'. In terms of organization of the Wikipedia dab pages, we nd that acronyms generally tend to have long disambiguation pages. Some examples of acronyms are noted in Table 1 . We nd that taking intersection from the extended abstract from metapaths sometimes leads to an inappropriate entity linking; therefore, a certain weight needs to be given to the original abstract. On the other hand, non-acronyms tend to have long dab pages (with sections and subsections) very rarely, and thus this problem does not arise.
us we propose a separate approach to deal with the acronyms. A er nding cosine similarity between the document abstract d and the summary of e's Wikipedia article, we incorporate abstracts from metapaths into a new scoring function Score(n), which uses a linear interpolation for the cosine similarity of the original abstract and the expanded context using metapaths as follows: {abstract (metapaths (d))}; f () is the cosine similarity function, and α is a constant. e top ranked candidate from the new scoring function Score() is taken as the correct disambiguated link for that mention. As described in Section 3, for acronyms, going with this new scoring function produces be er results for majority of the cases.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have broadly two phases in our approach -mention extraction and entity linking cum link disambiguation. First we conduct experiments to evaluate these two phases individually, and then we measure the full system's performance by considering both the phases together. We evaluate the performance of this system using the standard precision-recall metrics and compare it with various baselines. We compare the approach with mainly three baselines -TagMe [9] , AIDA [32] and Wiki er [5] , among which TagMe turns out to be the most competitive baseline as per the evaluation results. We also tried Babelfy [22] but it disambiguates all the non-stop keywords (rather than just the relevant keywords). us we do not include the evaluation results from Babelfy. As discussed previously, other existing systems, like [12, 14] wikify microblog texts speci cally tweets, whereas the baselines that we use in the experimental se ings are able to wikify any type of short texts composed of few tens of terms, which makes them applicable for this purpose. e evaluation results for each of the two phases, and comparisons with the baselines are described next.
Gold standard: To evaluate the e ciency of our system WikiM, we prepare the gold-standard data from 2013 ACL Anthology Network (AAN) dataset. 50 random scienti c article abstracts are taken from AAN dataset. ese 50 abstracts are given to each of the 15 annotators with computational linguistics background, where they are asked to nd out the terms or phrases from the abstracts to wikify and then link those terms or phrases with a Wikipedia article, without posing any limit to the number of abstracts they can wikify. On an average each annotator annotated 17 abstracts. Table 3 gives the statistics of both the single and multi-word mentions in the dataset 5 . In this se ing, where each abstract can be wiki ed by any number of annotators, each of whom can provide any number of mentions, computing the inter-annotator agreement is not relevant. We use 10 random abstracts from this gold standard dataset as the validation dataset for entity linking phase to set the parameter (T H cs , T H r el e ance , α) values. e sensitivity analysis of these parameters and the corresponding performance measures are reported later. We compare the performance of WikiM along with all the baselines against the rest 40 abstracts from the gold standard dataset. Note that we have also tuned the baselines' parameter values wherever it is possible using validation dataset. For example, TagMe has a parameter ϵ, which can be used to ne tune the disambiguation process. As per the TagMe documentation, a higher value favors the most-common topics (e.g., in tweets, where context may not be much reliable), whereas a lower value uses more context information for disambiguation. TagMe gives the best performance for ϵ = 0.2.
Mention extraction: Statistics from the evaluation of mention extraction phase are presented in Table 4 . We see that our mention extraction approach boosts the precision and recall of the system from the range of 8.54%-30.56% to 72.42% and 2.42%-39.03% to 72.1% respectively. Even though our mention extraction approach is very simple, the reason for be er results of mention extraction phase could be that we compute idf from the corpus of scienti c abstracts only. is clearly shows the advantage of using a system, specically built for scienti c articles. Keyphrase or mention extraction snapshots of all the baselines for a representative abstract are given in Figure 2 . It shows that AIDA mainly chooses acronyms as the mentions to wikify, which is true for Wiki er as well, whereas TagMe also chooses other potential mentions besides acronyms. e results from WikiM are shown in Figure 2(d) . We see that our approach chooses more appropriate mentions, e.g., 'scalable', 'grid computing', 'deployment', 'UDDI' etc., compared to other baselines including both acronyms and non-acronyms. We also test and compare our algorithm on benchmark dataset used in the SemEval-2010 Task-5 on keyword extraction from scienti c articles [17] with other state-of-the-art baselines. Even though we are using simple tf-idf based ranking approach for mention extraction, we see comparable 5 In the statistics acronyms are considered to be single-word mentions performance in terms of precision and recall with other baselines.
As the main focus of our work is entity linking, we do not explore further to improve the mention extraction algorithm which gives an otherwise decent performance.
Entity linking: e comparative evaluation of entity linking is shown in Table 5 , evaluated only on those mentions, that are adjudged to be extracted correctly by the system because of the availability of gold standard. e result showcases the link precision (only for true positives) for all these baselines, of which TagMe is again found to be the most competitive one. Note that our system gives signi cant improvement over TagMe for link precision as well. e relatively low performance of the baselines demonstrates that relying on prior popularity within a small document abstract alone may not su ce for the wiki cation of scienti c documents. For instance, it is di cult to link the mention 'WSD' from a small abstract, to 'Word Sense Disambiguation' without much contextual information. Our approach uses the metapath information from citation and author publication networks, which adds to the context of the seed document. us, the chances of linking the mention 'WSD' to the most popular concept 'World Sousveillance Day' by mistake are by far reduced. We can see that in comparison to all the baselines, our method using author metapaths relying on all the paper abstracts wri en by the same author as that of the seed paper, achieves comparable performance. For example as shown in Figure 3 , the mention 'tagging' in a scienti c point of view is correctly linked to 'tag (metadata)' since other papers wri en by the same author share similar contexts. We can also see that incorporating citation and reference metapaths into author metapaths provides further gains, indicating the e ectiveness of enhanced context using these metapaths. We achieve marginal improvement while using year restricted CRA metapath (with a back-window of 5 years), over the baselines, showing that incorporating related abstracts in the context coupled with timeliness is bene cial as well. Cases where the baselines are linking to a wrong entity page, are shown in Table 6 . It shows that, in almost all the cases the baselines fail to utilize the context where the mention exists. e probable reason of WikiM's be er performance could be taking into account more contexts by incorporating the abstracts from di erent metapaths in order to comprehend the context of the mention.
Links given for the mention 'signal' (a representative example) by TagMe and WikiM, are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. e correct meaning of the mention 'signal' in the context of the given abstract is 'signal related to speech or audio'. Since Wikipedia is having quite a few dab page entries for the mention 'signal', it is very tricky to choose between them. However, from the snapshots given here, it can be well adjudged that our approach works be er than TagMe. TagMe provides 'signal (electrical engineering)' as the correct link while there are more appropriate entries in Wikipedia. As Figure 5 shows, WikiM produces the exact meaningful link with respect to the context of the current document. Other baselines such as AIDA and Wiki er do not provide an annotation for the Algorithm Link Precision Same Algorithm for both 63.92% Separate algorithms for both 67.08% dataset, which we also use to tune the parameters. First, we analyze the e ect of using separate algorithms for acronyms and non-acronyms. is a ects only the link precision. For the AAN dataset, 17 out of 50 document abstracts contained acronyms as mentions in the gold standard and 30% of those acronyms do not have their full forms in the abstract. As shown in Table 7 , using separate algorithms for acronyms and non-acronyms gives a link precision of 67.08%, as compared to 63.92% obtained using the same algorithm for both while tested on the validation set. Next, to analyze the e ect of the T H cs (di erence between the cosine similarity score of top two entities), we conduct experiments with and without keeping T H cs , along with various values for this threshold on the validation set. e results are presented in Table 8 . e results show that while the performance is not very sensitive to T H cs , it gives a small improvement and a value of 0.06 gives the best performance. If we do not keep the threshold T H cs , which means that irrespective of the di erence of the top two candidate Wikipages' con dence score, metapath based approach would be taken for further processing, the link precision drops by a small margin. We also see that the link precision drops signi cantly to 63.3% when metapaths are not considered at all. We can see the similar e ect for the variation of parameter T H r el e ance in Table 9 . It shows that the results are quite sensitive, and a value of 0.4 yields the best performance on the validation set.
Similarly, to see the e ect of the parameter α in the scoring function for acronyms, we experiment with various values of α as noted in Table 10 . Our system gives the best performance for the α value of 0.6.
Using this validation dataset, we set the parameters of the system (T H cs , T H r el e ance ,α) to (0.06,0.4,0.6) for all the experiments.
Performance dependence on metapath counts: We further analyze the e ectiveness of varied proportion of added metapaths. We divide the papers into low, medium and high zones, based on the count of citations. e results presented in Table 11 imply that link precision for the papers from high zone and mid zone increases if we use year restricted methapaths as it reduces the diversity of
Values for α
Link Precision α = 0.5 64% α = 0.6 67.08% α = 0.7 63% Table 12 : Comparison of WikiM with all the baselines for the full system recall context. But year restricted CRA metapath approach does not help improve the link precision of low zoned papers as the number of contexts from the metapath are already very few in this case.
Full system recall: A mention and a candidate pair < m, e > is considered to be correct if and only if m is linkable and e is its correct candidate concept. Following this de nition of correctness, we measure the recall of the full system. e results in Table 12 con rm that our system's performance is signi cantly be er than all the baselines in terms of overall e ectiveness, outperforming the most competing baseline TagMe by a signi cant margin.
Single annotator result: In order to verify that the comparison results are not due to some bias in our experimental se ings, we compare the performance of WikiM and the most competitive baseline TagMe on single annotator results as well. e average measures computed by taking each individual annotator's annotations as ground truth are given in Table 13 . We also see that out of 15 annotators, WikiM does be er than TagMe in 12, 11, 12, 9, 10 cases for the measures presented in Table 13 respectively. e consistency of WikiM's good performance in this experiment shows that the gold standard creation based on the union of the annotations from 15 annotators does not make the evaluation procedure biased.
Error analysis: Even though we achieve signi cant performance boost over the baselines, we investigate further to point out the erroneous cases for which WikiM links the mention to a wrong Wikipedia entity page and try to nd out the possible reasons for the same. As discussed earlier, in order to collect all the Wikipedia entities with surface form similar to the mention's surface form, we have used python library 'wikipedia' which wraps the MediaWiki API. For this purpose, we use wikipedia.page() function which takes as argument a word and returns either the Wikipedia article with the same surface form as the word or a list of Wikipedia articles present in that word's disambiguation page. Nevertheless, this function has some limitations which leads to poor performance for some cases. Some example cases are shown in Table 14 , where for a particular mention both the disambiguation page as well as the page having the same surface form exist. e function in the wikipedia library returns only the page with the same surface form for a given mention, causing no candidate entities to be disambiguated, which leads to linking those mentions wrongly. ere are also some other cases, where even though the library function returns a set of Wikipedia articles to disambiguate for a given mention, the gold standard article is not in that set and hence ends in a wrong entity linking. Some of the examples are shown in Table 15 . In future, we plan to get rid of these errors by pre-processing the wikidump ourselves instead of using the MediaWiki API. Further, while we see that for most of the cases extending the target abstract by taking relevant abstracts from the metapath helps in link disambiguation, there are a few cases where this broadening of context leads to wrong links. Table 16 shows some of those examples. e probable reason could be that in all these cases the number of relevant abstracts from the metapath is too large to be informative. e possible solution could be to put another constraint in terms of the importance of a paper while adding abstracts from the metapaths along with textual relevance. e importance of an article could be measured by its citation count, PageRank in the citation graph etc. Note that, this step of incorporating importance to improve the performance of WikiM would however lead to the introduction of one more parameter to the system.
Evaluation of top cited documents from AAN 2013 data set:
To investigate if having many metapaths has any adverse e ect on the performance of the system, a dataset consisting of the top 50 cited articles (should usually have a large number of metapaths) is taken from AAN 2013 dataset. Table 17 gives the keyword precision and link precision (for true positives alone) values for the top-50 cited documents from the this dataset. e results of WikiM for each of these document abstracts are evaluated by three annotators independently. For each wiki ed mention in an abstract, the annotators are asked to choose among the following three options: i). keyword correct and link correct, ii). keyword correct but link incorrect, iii). keyword incorrect. us, the link precision is computed only if the annotator responded using one of the rst two options. We report the keyword precision and link precision based on three evaluation criteria: majority decision is taken from the agreement of at least two out of the three annotators. Macro-averaged precision is calculated by rst taking the average precision of each abstract (which in turn is calculated as the fraction of annotators who agree to a particular case statement for each keyword, averaged over all the keywords in that abstract) and then taking the average of these. Micro-averaged precision results are calculated by computing precision for each wiki ed mention (fraction of annotators agreeing) and taking an average of all the mentions in all the 50 abstracts. We see that even in this dataset, link precision achieved by WikiM is around 70% for all the three evaluation criteria. e keyword precision is close to 90% Table 19 : Evaluation results for bio-medical data set.
system is quite consistent even on the dataset with many metapaths.
Evaluation of data mining documents from MAS dataset: To further verify the consistency of our approach, we test its performance on a di erent dataset of scienti c articles. 50 scienti c abstracts are taken from Microso Academic Search (MAS) dataset 6 in the domain of 'data mining' and are wiki ed using WikiM. e evaluation framework is similar to the one used for the top cited articles from AAN dataset. Each of these abstracts is evaluated by three annotators independently. e results presented in Table 18 show that even when we move on to the domain of 'data mining', the performance of the system is quite consistent. e link precision is at least 67% using any of the evaluation criteria which is consistent with the evaluation results of the gold standard data. As per the majority decision, the keyword precision is 67.67%. Since we use Wikipedia as the knowledge base, the links provided by WikiM con ne to the existing Wikipedia entries. ere are cases where all the currently existing candidate pages in Wikipedia are inappropriate for the mention with respect to the context of the document under observation. For instance, mentions such as 'splits' from the AAN data set and 'scienti c data' from data mining domain of MAS data set, do not have valid Wikipedia pages for their corresponding meaning; thus, the links proposed by WikiM are labeled as incorrect by the annotators.
Evaluation of bio-medical dataset:
We further test our system on a completely di erent dataset of scienti c articles. 50 scienti c article abstracts taken from the bio-medical dataset 7 are wiki ed using WikiM. According to the results presented in Table 19 , we see that moving into completely di erent domain does not a ect the consistency of WikiM much.
CONCLUSION
is paper addresses a novel wiki cation approach for scienti c articles. We use a tf-idf based approach to nd out important terms to wikify. en we facilitate the step of ranking the candidate links with metapaths extracted from citation and author publication networks of scienti c articles. Experimental results show that the proposed approach helps to signi cantly improve the performance of the wiki cation task on scienti c articles. e performance of our system is tested across various datasets, and the results are found to be consistent. We plan to do similar experiments on a larger population and more variety of abstracts in future to further strengthen the necessity of wiki cation. Immediate future work should focus on some additional methods to detect the mentions more precisely, which may lead to overall improved entire system's performance. Our future plan is to incorporate the metapath based approach for mention extraction phase as well, and study the scope of metapath based joint mention extraction and entity linking system for this purpose.
